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TREATMENT INSTRUCTIONS
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Step 1

CLIENT SET UP
Rest head on pillow, level,
neck supported. Stack folded
towels, following contour of
head until the stack is 1 1/2”
(3-4 cm) higher than ear,
top towels touching back of
ear.

Step 5

Step 2

INSERT PART 1
Insert candle through hole
in Styrofoam plate wrapped
with foil. Gently warm tip.
Place candle tip in ear canal
while pulling in front of ear
to open ear canal.

Step 6

Supplies Needed for Ear Candling
* Ear candles (4-6 per session)
More candles equals greater clearing
* Scissors, lighter
* Disposable bowl for water (yogurt tub)
* 3 sheets of paper towel,
folded to ¼ of full size, dampened,
squeeze out extra water
* Extra foil for storing burnt candle stubs
* 3 Styrofoam plates covered with foil
- One solid, to set equipment on
- One with a v-notch to catch trimmings
- One with a small hole a ¼ of diameter of
plate to hold the candle in place
* Cotton Swabs & Olive Oil to clean ear
Clean scissors by heating blades with lighter
then wipe with dry paper towel.
Wiping bowl dry with paper towel keeps it cleaner.

Testimontials:

My husband and I feel your candles are
by far the best quality, size and composition
we have seen to date. Very professionally
done, it shows great pride in what you produce.
D. McDonald, Cochrane Ab,Canada
INSERT PART 2
Tug ear gently but firmly
for 2 seconds in all directions
while inserting candle. Pull
top towels forward to
stabilize candle in a vertical
position, plate resting flat on
towels.

Step 7

LIGHTING CANDLE
Light top of ear candle with
lighter. If smoke leaks from
the ear canal, just repeat
step 3 to improve the seal
of the candle tip in the ear
canal.

Step 8

DRAINAGE MASSAGE
While the candle is burning,
massage your client’s neck,
face and forehead to
stimulate further drainage.
A nice pattern to follow goes
from the mid line of the face
toward the corner of the jaw,
then gently pump / massage
down the neck.

Step 9

TRIM
Trim the candle 2 – 3
times during its burning
phase.Leaving 1 inch of
black, burned fabric on
the candle results in less
smoke from the flame

Step 10

I love your product and have recently been
telling family about them. I was buying a
different ear candles and found yours to
work so much better.
D. Szott, Calgary Ab, Canada
I am writing to express my complete and
entire satisfaction with your ear candles.
I have used them for over a decade and
have had very favorable results. After selling
my clinic in Calgary, I moved to the U.S.
Over a period of three years I have used
various varieties of candles from the health
food stores.Every time I tried another brand
I was sorely disappointed!!
C. Adams, Colorado, USA

Disclaimer:
DISPOSE OF TRIM
Trap the ash securely
between the scissor tips
and the “V-Notch” plate.
Dump ash into a bowl of
water. Keep scissors dry.
Trim wick short for easier
extinguishing when done.

EXTINGUISH CANDLE
When the flame is 1/2”
(1-2 cm) above the plate,
grasp plate and candle,
remove from ear and
smother the flame with
a wet paper towel. Place
extinguished stub in
folded over foil piece.

NEXT CANDLE
Continue repeating steps
2 – 8 for each candle. Apply
2 – 4 ear candles per ear.
More candles provides more
internal clearing. 3 sessions
in 2 weeks works very well
followed by 3 more sessions
over the next 6 weeks

CLEANING EAR
Ear candling leaves a slight
powdery residue in the ear
canal. Use a cotton swab
moistened with extra virgin
olive oil to clean ear and
canal. Do this in a seated
position.

Ear Candling is ALWAYS a 2 person process.
The users of this product accept full
responsibility and liability. Having
absolutely no control of how persons
may be utilizing the ear candling process,
the makers and suppliers of this product
assume no responsibility whatsoever legally
or financially for the ability to use, the
safety of their application, or results
achieved from the ear candling process.

